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FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

  USD/INR:

VIEW: USDINR Oct futures opened lower, around 73.70 levels. Positional view remains DOWN. Sell on rise with

stop above 74.20 on October futures (closing basis). Positional target remains 72.50 on October futures. Major

support remains between 73.00/73.10 on Oct futures.

Asian equity indices are trading lower following a mild sell-off in US stock futures, as traders face the prospect

of fiscal stimulus in US being delayed till January, when the US new President takes office. However, this drama

will not end soon, as both sides, Democrats and Republicans want to show the voting public that they are sin-

cere about supporting their livelihoods and it’s the other side which is being a stumbling block. Therefore, I

expect a lot of more two way flow of the headlines around stimulus and that will create some volatility in cur-

rency and equity markets.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi is set to meet 15 of the world’s largest funds to promote investments in capital-

starved sectors like infrastructure. The main purpose of the meeting is to assess their views on reforms that are

required to attract long-term capital into the country. This administration, unlike the previous ones, not only

have the political mandate to bring about the needed reforms but also have shown significant willingness to do

so. That means, though challenges are significant, but the commitment is there from GoI to make India a major

hub for global investments, be it portfolio or FDI.

According to Tarun Bajaj, economic affairs secretary at the ministry of finance, GoI is working on the next stimu-

lus package to support the economy amid positive signs of a fall in COVID-19 cases.

EUR/INR:

It is the USD weakness theme which is keeping EuroUSD resilient. As far Eurozone economic situation is con-

cerned, scenario remains weak as the second wave of virus is hurting the momentum of the recovery. Even

though currency market has ignored the virus situation, the bond market has not. The 10-year German–U.S. yield

spread also hit a seven-month low. Generally, lower yield spread would be a negative factor for EURUSD but it is

not yet, as short USD remains the trade going into US Presidential elections.  Bias has turned upward in EURUSD.

It is a buy on decline with stop below the recent swing low of 1.1685. Target remains 1.20. On EURINR October

futures can rise further towards 87.70/90 levels. One can buy the dip but with stop below 86.60 levels on a clos-

ing basis.

GBP/INR:

GBPINR and GBPUSD zoomed towards the highest level over the last 45 days, thanks to the growing belief that no

matter how much each sides bluffs, a no-deal Brexit is no-go zone for either EU or UK. GBPUSD has run into a

major resistance zone near 1.3180 and pulled back. The pair needs to cross 1.3180 and sustain to open a long

trade for September high of 1.3482. Major support near 1.3060/80 zone. GBPINR too moved out of its near term

congestion zone of 94.50 and 96.00 and moved higher. Bias remains for the pair to scale 97.10/30 zone on Oc-

tober futures.

JPY/INR:

JPYINR is a buy on decline near 69.00/69.20 zone on October futures with stop below 68.80 on a closing basis.

Target 70.50 and then 71.00 levels.
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